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THE FRANCO-AMERICANS OF NORTHERN VERMONT:
CULTURAL FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION BY HEALTH
AND SOCIAL SERVICES PROVIDERS*
BY PETER WOOLFSON
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Introduction
The Franco-Americans of northern Vermont represeyt the
largest
ethnic and linguistic minority in the region.
Most
.
are descendants of French-speaking Quebecois who came to
Vermont during the period of the "grand migration" from 1840
tol930. Estimates vary on how many Franco-Americans currently
live in Vermont. The 1970 census, for example, reported that
9.5 percent of zhe population of Vermont grew up hearing French
spoken .a t home.
A Civil Rights Commission study based on
surnames and average family size~ howeyer, presents a larger
figure: '23, percent of the po§ulation in northern Vermont have
recognizably French surnames.
Yet~ even this number represents
an undercount of those Vermonters whose heritage is French-Canadian since many French-Vermonters have changed their names.
For example: many Fairfields were Beauchamps, Greenwoods were
Boisverts, Busheys were Bouchers, and Sweeneys were Chouinards.
Such name changes reflect, as they do for other ethnic groups,
the desire of Franco-Americans to blend into the American
background. Moreover~ since the 1960's the French language--a
key component of . traditional, French-Canadian identity--has
gradually ceased to be a functional 'means of communication for
Franta-Vermonters even in those institutions designed to encourage the maintenance of the French language: the FrancoAmerican national parish churches arid parish schools.4
/

~

*The following paper was presented initially under the
title, "The French-Canadians of Vermont: Cultural Implications
for Health and Social Services Providers," at a Grand Rounds
meeting spo~sored by the University of Vermont's Department
of Psychiatry in November, 1981. S,~port for. the study was
provided' by the University · of Vermont through Summer Fellowships.
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Though a number of Franco-Vermonters do not display
visible trappings of their French-Canadian heritage, many
still share , as do other ethnic
groups,
inheri.ted:. cultural
.
. .
.
patterns and values. This paper examines some of · these
patterns and values with an eye to describing the"ir importance for health and social services providers in parti<'Hl.a:~:.
There has been considerable interest in the special
social and cultural patterns of French-Vermonters as an
ethnic group, especially the roles that family members play
in interviews and other health and social services contexts.
The French-Canadians who immigrated to Vermont c.ame.
.
predominantly from the rural counties of Quebec. The1r
immigration occurred primarily during · the periods ·· when
the ideological orientation o.f Qu~bec favored the pious and · ·. ·: •
hard-working farm ·fam1.-).ies. In 1960, however ~ politic"a l
ideologies in Qu/bec changed abruptly follmving . the death
·. ·· · ·:, J
of .Maurice Duplessis5 whose conservative viewpoint gave
, wa"y' · · ·
to the· new.. Liberal government's push . to modernize Quebec 6 ·. ':. '
through La· revolution tranguille f'~he Quiet Revolution")· ·
As a result, most of today's · QuJ'becois· live in a highly
urbanized and industralized, modern . society. Their values
and lifestyles . reflect ' ·the economic and political .changes
that ·have taken place in Qu~bec over the last twenty yea.rs.
/

The . Franco-Americans of Vermont share very little of
Becauf:ie ' tihey left
the province before the · Quiet Revolution and immigrated to · a ·
state :w hose largest urban center, Burlington; had -only 1; 585
people in 1850, the :Franco-Americans of Vermont 'had more of ·::
a chance of retaining their t ·radi tiona! values. 7 :To be sure ,
Franco-Aniericans have not maintained this , traditfion \-lithout
modification over the past ·: thirty ..years~ :·Being ·a Franco- ·
American iri it·self is an ·indication ··.of .accultUration--a
product of ·the cultural contact· between French-Canadian culture and its American counterpart. In addition, some changes
had begun before the immigrants crossed the border. They had
already rejected self-sufficient, subsistence farming in
favor of ·the' ..North American dream of economic prosperity.
Moreover, families had decreased in size as technology reduced the neecl for manual laborers:. Yet ~ once across the .. ·
border French-Canadians were also: ~confronted with :a different language, a different political system, and a different religious organization and structure- . In the larger
population centers such as Burlington, Winooski, Barre, and
St. Johnsbury , they created their own institutions--churche s,
schools, and mutual aid societies--to ease the transition
into their new environment. None of the new institutions
was identical to its counterpa rt in their home parishes.
French-speaking pries ts may have preached the sermons, but

Qu~bec's · new identity and orientation.

. . i
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Irish tishops often controlled the funds.*
French-speaking
children learned their catechism in French, but studied U.S.
history in English in the bilingual parochial schools. Although family patterns and values were not impervious to
external influences, they, of any ' of the French-Canadian
traditions, resisted change the most compiete·ly. The
family was, thus, . the institution least affected by the
impact of an ·alien and foreign world.9

The Franco-American Family:

Center .of Orientation

In Elin :. Ahdersoh's vle Americans, a book tvritten in
1937 about · Burlington·, Vermont, :the •author ·quotes a factory .foreman! "the French are just ·happy, easy-going;
they are glad to eain enough for today· .·and dort'·t wotty
much about tomorrow."lO This -stereotype is a familiar
one: French-.Canadians have a :reputation .for joie de v:ivre.
Observing Franc.o-Americans at social events would seem to
confirm the · impression of a people \vho are open, friendly,
and fun-loving.. :. But :at the same time, they have . a reputation for ''c].annishness." Negative stereo-t yping of FrenchCanadians can · be :traced even ·in. governmental publiCations
such as the· Massachusetts' · Bureau of Statistics Report of
1880 which characterized them . as · follovJS: "They do not
care to make a home among us, t9. d"t.vell with 'us as ci:t-i~
zens and so become part of us; their purpose is merely to .
sojourn a few years as· aliens, touching tiS only · at a · single
point that of uork'.• ~ :. "11 · In ·truth; :·neitber ·the .. image of
excessive j.oie · de 'vivre nor tha't io\f . a:bsoltite clar..r.ishness
is quite accurate.TZ ·-: .
.r, - ,._
o·:
Family 'tie;· are strong' aoon:g: French-Canadians and t ·heir
Franco-Americ·a n counterpart's.. They feel mo st:· ·at ·ease within their .. own: · families~ . and among their · own rela'tives. · Bo th
French-Canadians and . Franco-Americans . rely heavily on a i
large and extensive network.· of' cousins for friendship pa't - .
terns. For example: Franco-Americans rarely go on vacations to places where th'ey.:have.· no relatives, since one · of
their major motivations for traveling is to 'visit member's .
of their faridlies. The!. period from Christmas to Lent, i~ ··
particular.; ls a time for · ·intensive : fanily ·visiting "'and
partying in many Franco-American households.
:' ··

*Although .the majority of the bishops :of the See of
Burlington, which encompasses the state of Vermont, ihave
been of Irish descent, the first was Louis d~ Goeshriand, a
French-speaking Breton. His successor, Steph~ri ··M fchaud, had
an Acadian father and an Irish mother.
· ',-_
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Franco-Americans also relv on family members to operate
their :f arms and businesses. · In his study of St. Denis
(Kamouraska County, Quebec), Horace Miner describes a FrenchCanadian farnier v;ho, looking for someone 1:0 help him on his
farm, preferred to ask a nephew 300 miles away rather than
hire one of the readily available youths in the nearby
village.13 Likewise, many businesses owned by Franco-Vermonters are family-owned and -operated, and include grocery
stores, motels, meat markets, laundromats ·; 'and hardware
stores~ · These kinds of enterprises provide work for everyone, ffiirroring roles on the family farm where each family
member,: no matter what his or her age, could contribute.
Few outsiders have found employment in these family-owned
and -run businesses. However, when Franco-Americans do
hire outsiders, the newcomers become as . nearly as is
p.oi;,sibl.e members of the family. Franco-Americans, for the
mos't part, do not value impersonal employer-employee relationships where businessmen judge their workers only by
the standards of efficiency or productivity. Franco-American businessmen highly value personal commitment and loyalty.
In his biographies of well-known Franco-Americans, entitled·
Silhouettes Franco-Am:ricaines, Rosaire-Dion L~vesque
singles out Archibald LeMieux, the owner-manager of the
Wright Machine Company of Massa~husetts, as the ideal
Franco-American · employer. L~ve·sque ~r:i.tes:

,
regne

.

...:·

'
atmosphere

·;;r·

.•

Il y
une
familiale qu'on rencontre
assez rarement
dans
les
usines
: de ce genre. Les
,
employes, au nombre de plusieurs centaines--mecaniciens
'
A
·'
severement
entraines
dans
, .la production de p1eces
mecaniques de grande: precision--sent personnellen:ent
connus de M. LeMieux qui est vraiment le "pere" de la
.
'
'a leur bien-etre,
,,
'a
ma1son.
M. LeMieux· s'interesse
celui de leur famille; il leur procure des terrains
de jeux, des salles de divertissements, dans un
,
, ,
14
esprit
tout 'a fait paternel et genereux.

The ·familial atmosphere of the shop, LeMieux's personal
involvement in his employees' lives, and concern for their
well-being are especially noteworthy i.n a business which
relies on complete accuracy for the manufacturing of precision tools.
·Franco-Americans also value. personal involvement and
concern in the helping professions such as medicine and
dentistry. It is interesting to note .that prominent
Winooski physician Dr. Robert E. O'Brien, whose mother
was of French-Canadian heritage, is one of the few area
medi.cal practitioners whose listing in the Yellow Pages
gives not only his office and home t~=>lephouc numbers·, but
also that of his summer residence.

.,
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A preference for the more personal carries over to the
Franco-American's attitude toward the larger health-care
institutions • .' ·F or example: many older Franco-Americans
prefer to receive health care at Fanny Allen Hospital in
Winooski rather than at .Burlington's Medical Center Hos- .
pita!. They may feel "more comfortable" in a hospital
run by a religious order than they do in the mo~e "modern" ·
bureaucratic setting of the larger institution • •.

.-T

The Role of the Father
The Franco-Americ~ orientation to personal relationships is one' involving persbnal commitment and loyalty where
the "members• of the family" work together for, the good of
all. But the relationships within ' 1the family" are not
egalitarian:· · M. LeMieux, for example, · was "le. pere de la
maison" ("the: father of the house"), who treated his employees as would a generous and concerned head of the h~use
hold.

l ;'

Traditionally, .the French~Canadian father Has been
vested with\ ~onsiderable authority--authority
sanctioned
,
by both the Catholic church and Quebec ci vib law. The
Catholic church clearly deline.ated the man as the head
of the household. In a pamphlet for those about to be
married called Courtship and Marriage·, John .c. Revill.e , ·
S.J., a French-surnamed American priest, wr{)te:
.,
,·

. ·· '

~ .

In the Catholic family the father rules by authority,
the mother by love. The duties of the former bring
him directly in ccntact with the outside world ••••
The father is the breadWinner: of the family . . By
toil of head or hand he must ·support his- wife and
children.l5
Although Father Reville wrote these words · in•·-1922 ,- the
idealized sex roles described here seem to be still in
effect. In a Franco-American French-language -workbook
written for a federally furided Elementary and Seconqary
Education Act (E.S.E.A.) Title VII 'French:...English ;Bilingual program in 1971, children learned the following
,.,

*Fanny Allen :.Hospital . ~as founded in ' 1'894 at the re- .
quest of Bishop de Goesbriand by t~e Religious Hospitallers
of St; Joseph, a French order whose m(:)ther ' house is in
Montreal. Today, as preyiously, the sisters·- of st~ · Joseph
supervise the treatment ..of . patients and the administration
of the hospital.
'
· , .. ! i

.. :•
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drill:
Papa est le chef de la
famille.
/
Il fait des decisions.
Il gagne d'argent.
Il travaille pour nous.

(Father is the head of the
family.
He makes decisions.
He earns money.
16
He works for us.)

Ih this drill, "Maman" restricts her activities to the wellknown household chores.

Q~bec's civil law, different from its English-Canadian
counterpatt, reinforces the teachings of the church by giving
tHe man most:1of the legjil autpori5y over his wife ~nd children. F9r e~ample: until the Quebec government l1beralized
the Civil Code 'in 1964, a husband had legal control of his
wife's property 'and conducted her financial transactions.
If one of his children needed emergency surgery, only he,
not his wife, could authorize it. 17
Likewise, it was the father's responsibility to see to
the security and ·independence of the family ·by his providing
respectable dowries for his daughters and careers for his
sons. Traditionally, sons and daughters alike turned over
their earnings to their father for fair and just dispensation.
Some Franco-Americans in Vermont, now in their forties and
fifties, remember handing over all of their paychecks, ex~
cept for a small allowance , to their f~di~·~s.
Today, ~ost Franco-American parents do not attempt to
maintain such control over the lives of their mature children. If they are asked what ·they want :!;or their children,
they invariably answer, "To be happy. 11 · But . lt was not
~lMays so.
In the Franco-American novel, Canuck, written
about c:. mill family in southern New England in the 1930.' s,
Camille Lessard illustrates that the father's control over
his children's jobs and finances could lead to bitter conflict. The following scene from the novel describes
Labranche's reaction when he learns his son Haurice has
changed jobs without asking his permission:
"I

I

.

t s that.. .Mau;:ice," $a·i d Labranche. "Without
asking my permission, he changed factories and, because of this, he's going to lose half-a-day's pay."
::Di<;l. he switch .to a . better-paying job?"
Yes:, . b)olt ~e should. have spoken to me about ' it,"
insisted L~brap.che. "I l~rned about it from the others.
:f I ha,d , k~?wil, , I coul<i. h~ve arranged f~r him to change
Jobs w,i thout lp9ing that l).alf-day' s, pay." ·. ..
"His intentions were good," Vic pleaded. "I'm
almost certain that if he hadn't acted as he did,
someone else would have taken advantage of it to get

"-'

. :. .:
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a better job. Before getting angry and causing us
grief, wait and see what Maurice has to say about all
this."
"Yes, take his side again," Labranche fumed.
"What do you care if your father works his heart out
in a factory, so long as Maurice has his way? Maurice
comes before me, I suppose? I'm going to show you,
once again, who, is boss here, Maurice or myself! I'm
waiting for him, and he's going to get the best spanking
he's ever had in his life."18
This. of cuurse, is an extreme ._examp.le drawn from a work of
fiction. Caseworkers, however, have reported some instances
of spouse and child abuse in Franco~American homes in Vermont
that may be linked to the traditional authoritarianism of the
male parent . . Although alcohol has sometimes played a role in
these incident.s , there are indications that one factor in the
attacks was the man's perception that his · traditional authority as head of the household was being undermined.
The Role of the Mother
Traditionally, the French-Canadian woman complemented
her husband. While the father's responsibility was the outside world, the "mother's sphere was the home." "Here,"
writes Father Reville, "she is mistress and queen."19 As
one farm wife in northeastern Vermont put it, "C'est lui,
le grand boss, moi le petit."20 _Many- Franco-American women
continue to see their primary vocation as motherhood, In
a survey of working mothers in two northeastern Vermont
communities, all the women who still spoke the French
language in the home believed that the proper vocation
for a woman was that of mother. In the 1971 Title VII
bilingual program workbook referred to, ,_ above, -_ children
learned that mothers made sandwiches, mended ~nd made
clothes, did the laundry, and cleaned the house.
Theoretically, the father_disciplined his children.
But, as Father .Reville suggests:
In the home she [the ~other] _ comes in constant, permanent contact with her chiidfeii. While the father
isabsent _for his daily to'il sh~ reljlains to watch
over them and to protect the~.z~
_
In fact, the woman did the disciplining of the younger
children on a day-to-day basis, although she often did so in·
"'
the father's name. Gerard
Robic;haud,
in his loving portrait-

8
.• .-

of a. }J';ranco-American family in the novel _F apa•Martel,
illustrates an interesting, if unique, way in which the
mother disciplined the children while allowing the father
to m~il}tain overall control. At a child's baptism .t he
mother wrote the child's name on a blackboard. During the
we.ek she placed white chalk marks beside · the child's name
fo"i· good deeds and r 'e d chalk marks for bad · deeds. At the
end of the week, the father inspected the blackboard and
decided what tack td take with each child:
As the children gre~, the act of passing speechless !
judgment ne'Ver fail~d to bring on great · siiencE1 :. in

' I ~

...
.rl

J

··

time it became a sacred r:f..tual. Each of them, a.s .
they grew, at least ·~ncet scorned the blackboard and
what :it meant, but when Louis came home, on Fr.i day ..
night· or Saturday noon, he cast a steely eye on. it . · ·
first thing, and tp~s no ·. one could ignore~ He .often
raised his v9ice when h~ .began to ~ount the red marks,
but never his hand~ For the blackbdard was also a
key to his happy friendship. Whether bad or good,
each child got his agreed money allowance, but too
many red marks caused Louis to display a mountain
of sadness whenever he had to tell . one of his c4il. qren: "For the mom~llt, you are not my friehd, . J:~ext
we~k perhaps, but right ·now, no."2 2

The novelist's ·' use oft~ blackboard as a scorirtg d~vice cannot b~ viewed·· as typical .F ranco-American practice, yef. it ·.·
il.ly.strates well the ·trad:i.tional Franco-American pattern o{
rela~~onships in which the mother is responsible ' for discipline on a day-to-day ba~is, but the father reta;~s .
ultimate .a uthority.
··

Mo~ commonly, a F~~nco-Ame;rican mother, · like m.c;my an.,-...
other American · mother s~pl.y says, "~-lait untii your . f'ather .
comes home·l" Ali. exasp~rai:ed Franco-American mother may send
her mischievous child ;'au coin"--to kneel in the ~orner. qnd
contemplate his sins. Many Fr~co-Ameri·can parents.·. favor
corpor3;l punishment in the schools, but prefer scolding or .
withdrawal of affection as disciplinary methods _at h9me. It
should be noted that the ~ather . takes most direct co~trol · of
the a~lescent children' . especi~lly sons. ; .
.

. .
'

.·. i
•

-

p ..

Alt~ougb, according to . the ;Reverend ' Paul Blakely, one
of the father's duties was "to give his children a Catholic
education," the woman in t~e t~ad~tional · French-Canadian
househ9ld o.f ten· t6ok charg~ ,,Of ~er .childr~n' s education in
reality,:; for , she had the duty. t<ll: teach her children "the
virtues wbich· shoul d. be an ornament of a Catholic household."2 3 One. of the reasons for her control of the actual

,,

-------

- - ···- . ·-- - ·· -···· --~--~-~----- - ~ --- - -----·- -- ~ · ---
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education of the children was her greater experience with
the educational system. Until the Quiet Revolution; a boy's
Catholic education usually ended with Grade Six when he had
completed his training for confirmation. One Franco-Vermonter in his fifties recalls that the parents of a male cousin
refused to. buy him glasses, since he was already in the sixth
grade, and would not be doing , much more reading. Girls, on
the other hand, received further training in the convent
schools, especially in teaching or nursing-skills which
could prove useful .whether or not they married • .
The traditional discrepancy in educational levels for
men and women still seems to survive among rural, FrancoAmerican families in northeastern Vermont. In the survey
of Frerlch-speaking parents in two northeastern Vermont
towns referred to above, the majority of the wives had completed high school. Thus, the husband often .deferred to his
more educated wife in matters of education, confining himself to paying the parochial school bills. In the following
passag~ · from Papa Martel, Robichaud dramatizes the woman's
role in the education of her children:
"Father ••• ," began Maman.
"Not now,-" snapped Louis, his eyes shooting bullets
at her. ·
"Father," said Maman, "we contribute to the special
school fund, and we do so gladly, and we send Maurice
and Th~r~se to St. Michel's High School, and Felix and
Emile to the Academy •••• "
"Not now, Cecile," said Louis. "The supper will
get cold."
"And," continued Maman, "we were ~vondering if the
curriculum does not leave something to be desired •••• "
"The curriculum?" gasped Father Giroux.
"Yes," said -Maman, more firmly now.
"In what way" Madame Martel?"
·
"In this way. I wonder- if it couldn't be changed
a little bit."
"Changed? Madame Martel, now let me tell you.~··"
"Right now, Father, allow me to tell you, please.
You see, I taught school before I was married ••.• "
"Oh, did you, now?" ·
"Yes, and I think, Father, if you'll forgive me,
that too much school time is devoted to things at St.
Michel's and at the Academy, which, while meritorious
in themselves, do not strictly come under the heading
of reading, writing, mathematics, history and other
purely educational projects ·. "24
Maman Martel, educated as a teacher, feels comvetent to
voice her concerns.about her children's parochial school .
education to the priest in spite of her husband's obvious
objections.

10

Usually, the Fr¢nch-Canadian woman was less direct in
confronting male authority figures. To the Catholic church
the ideal of womanhood was the "Virgin Mother of God." The
role of the woman was to be a positive, loving influence in
the household: to lead by example and persuasion.25 This
was especially true in matters concerning her children.
Many Franco-Americans in their thirties remember that, when
they wanted something ·such as a bicycle, they wo4ld make
their case to their mothers, never to their fathers. The
mother, if she agreed, would intercede on the child's behalf with their father, as the Virgin Mary would intercede
with God on behalf ' of a petitioner.
Child Raising
Within the cl·e arly delineated French-Canadian system of
and role--a system extending to male and female children--, family members have placed a high value on ;cooperation and . a low value on assertion of one's individual identity. A study done in 1977 by University of McGill psychologists Lambert, Fraser-Smith, and Hamers supports this contenti.on _26 T h ...:r £.,. .,.,._.x ...,..,_ • . ,...-~- -'1.,-C:ron·a ct:L ...n.c: :i.n Qu~bec and
Franco-Americans in nqrthern ·New England Sha-x:ca !':imi:Lar
orientations to child raising. Both groups of ' parents
believed in giving ,immediate help to a· child who asked for
assi~tance. ~othgx:oups of · parents reacted quickly to
thei~ children when they ,displayed anger tmvard younger
siblings or guests. And both groups of parents ignored
their children when they made 'an obvious bid for personal
~tatus

,·r,.

att~n.tion.27

In another study of value orientations · of third-grade
French-dominant and English-dominant children in northeastern Vermont. ,~8 findings clearly indicated that Frenchdomi nant children valued cooperation much more highly among
siblings . and ..classmates than did their English-dominant
classmates. Franco-American parents in :these four north. eastern Vermont communities have apparently taught their
children to highly value cooperation among siblings and
peers, while .their Anglo-Vermont counterparts placed a
higher emphasis on personal responsibility and achievement.
The Middle-Aged Franco-American
As her children grow up, a Franco-American mother finds
that her role has changed dramatic ally--a condition which
may cause social or health stresses . Role shifts resulting
from the growing up of. children occur · for all mothers, but
these role changes may have a mo.r e sever·e psychological
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impact on Fr~co-American mothers than they do on other
Vermont mothers. In the first place, traditional Catholicism
and French~C~nadian tradition place a very heavy emphasis on
a woman's true ·vocation being motherhood. Secondly, many
French-Canadian women, because they have gone to school
longer, seem to have a wider range of interests than their
working-class husbands. H.B.M. Murphy, a transcultural
psychiatrist at McGi~l, maintains that French-Canadian
women whose children have grown up shift their focus of
attention to their husbands. This shift, he suggests,
creates a potential area of psychological tension for the
woman, because she cannot ignore "the problems of daily _
life with an inarticulate and narrow-sighted husband."
Murphy argues that this tension underlies the high level
/.
of schizophrenia found in rural Quebec among French-Canadian women in their fifties. The women, he is quick to
point out, did not display symptoms of schizophrenia
29
during their early child-~earing or child-raising years.
The continued emphasis on motherhood as the primary
for women and the continued discrepancy in
educational levels for women and men in some rural commu~ities in Vermont, suggest that similar psychological
problems may exis~ on the U.S. side of the border. Data
of the kind Murphy reports are not available for Vermont.
Unfortunately, few--if any--mental health agencies or
hospitals in Vermont co'llect data pertaining to ethnicity,
even though factors of ethnicity provide very important
information for the effective delivery of health care and '
social services. There are, for example, diseases which ·
appear to be clustered among specific ethnic groups, such
as Tay-Sachs among Jews. · Second, ethni~ groups may react
differently to biological or mental symptoms, because they
have different beliefs; values, and traditions. In his
book, The Rise of the ·unmeltable Ethnic, Michael Novae
argues-convincingly that· WASPs, Irish, Jews, . and Italians
· all have distinctly different interpretations of the
significance' of pain · and how to react to it. Moreover,
ethnic groups do not have. identical reactions to health
ca_r~ and social services delivery.
Marvin Rosenberg, a
social planner at Case Western, argues that, although all
•vorking-class people are reluctant to use impers~nal health
centers, European-Americans are even less inclined to
utilize them than other Americans:
vo~ation

The.. distant or· impersonal mental health center is not
.an acceptable place to seek help among working-class
Americans. _It's probably not the. most acceptable place
to seek help 'chuang a lot .of Ame.ri~ans, but if you have
to go there, you go there. But European-Americans will
simply not ·go ' there.30
-
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A second reason for the paucity of data on Franco-tuneri"Caii.s
in Vermont's medical facilities is that the most traditional
perhaps because they are much more,comfortable speaking .french than English, often go to Quebec
for heaith services rather than to Vermont agencies~ And
yet, the same: kinds :.of conditions which underlie the symptoms
of,schizophrenia .among French-Canadian women in ·rural
Quebec als9 -~xist .?mong middle~aged Franco-American women
in northern .Vertllont •.
Franco-Ve~onters,

The Older Franco··Ame.rican The, traditional woman's role reasserts itself with the ·
coming of grandchildren. Catholic French-Canadians are
again provided with an important role model for -women: St.
Anne, ~~e mother .o.f the Virgin Mary and tbe,.grandmoi:her of
Christ~
St~ Anne is the patron saiht o~Quebec ~nd her most
important shrine is Ste. Anne de Beaupre near Quebec City,
which is ..ren<;>Wlleq for its curative powers.
In one sense, older Franco-American women fare bettet ·
than their husbands, . because many of the .daily activities
which occupy retit:e4 ..people fit ihto the traditional domain
of woman's. work: . ~anaging the home, health, 'and leisuretime activities. Frat;).co-;Anierican women, like ·other traditionally ori,ente.d . women, continue to do the laundry, shopping, cleaning~ and cookiJ}g--ac,t ivities that have occupied
their time nearl~ all .their lives.
One,. potential, area of stress, .. however, . for the Franco-

American woman c~nters on the need · to .have an. absolutely
spotless home. Although mo.s t homemakers take pride in having
a clean home, · few are as . ~ompulsive about it as the traditional Franco-~er.ican h~usewlfe. Typd.cally, ·a French-Cana-·
dian woman
~ould -take
her.. home apart every :sprihgr
.
.
..
,.\

.

.

··I

.

~

I

Early _s pring ·is ••• the . time for the : grande' nrenage ~ · All ·
women of the fami.ly clean the house· a room at a 't·i me.
Everything :i,.s removec:l, and wooden 'walls , ·ceiling ··and
floo~ are a·l l scrubbed. All the ·furniture is wiped
over, and rugs and blankets. are cleaned and ·hung out
on the por,ches to air. It :sequirj~ · several weeks ·for
the women to complete the menage. . . ··
·
.·
One Franco-American resident of Bur~ington in her seventies
demonstrated the persistence of .this need :. for .cleanliness
when she gave as a reaso~ · for givtng up her hom~ the ·fact
that she could no lon:g~~ wash the !Ceilings! :-; "
.
As indicated earlier, the traditional · Fr:ench-Canadian ;;
•,,
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justification for the authority of the ma1e ·in the household .;
is his role as the' "breadwinner." Working-class French-Canadian and Franco-.American males rarely take pride in having
a job that carries a high 'status. Instead, Franco-American
workers pride themselves on working harder than anyone else.
Dyke Hendrickson, in Quiet Presence, illustrates the Franco~erican working-class, male attitude very well in an interview with Roland Gosselin, a Franco-American textile lvorker
in Maine:
.· . ...!: ...

When looking back ·on ' 36 years in the weaving room,
Gosselin doesn't talk about repetition or boredom.
There is no mention of intellectual stimulation. It
was a job •.•.
"I never got bored, because I was so inv.o lved
with the work," he commented. "I was there to work
my day, to do the best I coUld while I was there.
And don't forget, this is piecework; You've got
to hustle if you want to -earn a good wage. I don't
feel that . working there was that bad--it w~s steady
work at a good wage. "32 .

·;.

"Steady work at a good wage" express·e s succinctly the meaning
of a job for working-class Franco-Americans. For those men
whose daily lives have revolved around busy, repetitive work,
retirement produces an abrupt change in ~oth behavioral
patterning and se.J_f..,.::j..mage. ·
In The Co~ntry, .:.a novel :about a -~~m':s ~exp~riences with
his aging Franco-Aipe.rican ;I'arents, David ..P1ante illustrates
what lack of purpose can · do · to'· the life· ·of the older Francoilmerican male . . At.U1t ; Claire, t:he' ·moth~r' i:i younger sister,
worries about the father's li·stTesslies·s :··
...
"I ask IJ,lyse1f·, ' iWhat sustains him?' And 1; can't
"·' !'
answer."
"Yes," I said, '·'r::loio~ ~ "
.'
"\vhen he was .'! brihgin.g . up the . family, working hard~ :·; ,
he knew what he .had to' do~ what .nis .duty was~ because
he didn't have a ·choite, but now-~-" She held up her
hands, ••. "His worldhas no out'~ide."3J

~ .. ·

: .

.. ,

;

· ! '·.

·. 11
:.. •
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f.tany Franco- American men·· enjoy leisure-time activities.
Many play tnusical instruments, sOme· ~Carve wood or make

jewelry, others enjoy gardening, 'and<'almost all display
skills as handymen. Nevertheless, many older Franco-American males enjoy these .activities, because they are
meaningful to members of their families. They feel that
they are contributing to the family, by being use~ul or
entertaining. But if they suffer from some incapacitating
condition, or if they live a considerable distance from
their relatives and friends, then 'they may become like
Adelbert Plante, retired for twenty years and partially
paralyzed:

, ·.

.

~

;

I
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In some ways Adelbert Plante is an invisible man.
His ..mobility is limited, so he spends virtually all
his time at his home •••• His remaining family is spread
around the country, so close personal ties alie limi,t ed.
Even friends from years ago have trouble .making contact
with the retired mill foreman. The circle of friends
is growing smaller by the yea:r; •·34
Men such a.s . Adelbert Plant·e who cbme from a t:tadition that
values physical strength and productivity, as well as close
family ties. and relationships, may fi-nd their loss p?rticu-:larly str~s-sful.
The Rural ' Franco-American

.I

Older~ rural Franco-Americans also suffer from the impact of culture-change. A very strong tradition among FrenchCanadian farmers was the passing on of the family farm from
generation to generation. Many French... Canadians came to
work ftf the ·mills of New England so that they could make
eno~gh money to pay off the debts on the family farm.
Those
who were able to buy farms in Vermont had every confidence
that one of their sons would continue to farm the land they
had prepared for them. Traditionally, . the rule
inheritance was not that of primogeniture: it was ' not the eldest
son who inher::!-ted the land. More often; ·it was a middle
son, born ·some · ten years late·r 'than his elder brother, who
inherited the farm. The father, having reached his early
sixties, would continue to run the farm with his inheriting•
son, but without all of the major responsibilities. This
tradition has not survived among Franco-Americans in northern Vermont today. In their grandparents' time, it was ,
enough to have o!i~'s own farm, an,d be ,gne's"own b~.ss.'·' , .r . . -Their children, ,'how.e ver, saw fat'triing as , .;i ~. business~ · and
·.
making a ptofi't ' b~~{Ulle an important< goal. ' ' Today~ their
own children see their fathers' farms as unable to keep
up with inflation and the cost of living, or see th¢m- . . :
selves as unable to compete with the large-,. agri-indus-.
·1.
trial corporations. Raymond Lamarche, the'· third g~riera·. ! _;
tion of his family to work his Vennont farm, · has r~c'ently
sold it to a Swiss. corporation f'o r $182 ,-000. ··He wanted to hold on to the 196~acre farm long enough to see if~ his ,
son, who is in the eighth grade, wanted to :take it over,
but Lamarche decided - ~nder the circumstances, that he :
could not encourage that. Men such as Raymond Lamarche
now find they must abruptly change their vision of what the
future holds for themselves and their families.

of

The sudden changesin lifestyle that result from selling
the fami.ly farm have adversely affected inter-generational
family relatjonsh:ips. as well. The family farm served as a

:•.•
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gathering piace for -brothers, sisters , uncles, aunts and
cousins, especially during the festive period from Christmas
to Lent. Leo Lanctot, a native of Canaan, Vermont, recalls
some of the events that took place at New Year's:
New Year's Day was certainly one day in the year which
bro~ght . families together. For my grandparents, this
tradition goes back quite far •••• My great-grandfather
observed this day religiously. This tradition was
particularly strong for the Poutre family as the entire
family reunited. And as the family began to grow so
were they to come on New Year's. The memories of
meeting aunts and uncles, cousins, will not be easily
forgotten. Nor will it be easy to forget the fine
foods that M~m~re Poutre would have prepared for the
family.
M~m~re Poutre prepared almost everything from
. '
.
tourtieres to fruit pies, homemade pickles--sweet and
. sour--relishes and roasts of pork and beef ~ •. The social
activities were dancing, singing, and card playing.35
Cultural events such as these are very me·a ningful to traditional Franco-Americans; they serve as rites of intensification that strengthen family _ties. But these cultural
events are becoming increasingly rare. The selling of the
family farm, for one thing, often means the lo·ss· of a place
big enough to accommodate the t -r aditional large gathering
of relatives. For another, it means that the older farmer
cannot make a gradual transition into · retirement ; he does
not have the opportunity of continuing to work alongside
his son in the day-to-day farming chores. In addition,
with family members leaving the rural areas in search of
employment, the old~r Franco-American ·male can no longer
t angibly. enjoy his status as patriarch of a large, extended
family . so evident_ at the traditional family " gatherings.
His wife may feei· the loss of the close family interrelationships even more than her husband. She no longer plans
and prepares the large soir~es and veill~es that were so
important in the Franco-American tradition, and her status
as matriarch diminishes, too. But" the loss is ·a ioss for
the family as a whole: the traditional rites of intensification that strengthened and reinforced its sense of
i dentity no longer exist.

Although the Franco-American parish no longer caters
to the French-speaking parishioner, many Franco-American
Catholics _h ave retained French....:canadi an folk religious
traditions, especially those about faith healing and miraculous cure. Nearly every family has a relative with the
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power to stop bleeding.. The gift passes cross-sexually.
from one generatidn to another, that is, from mother to
son, from uncle to~niece, and so on~ The healer teaches
his or her protege a special, secret prayer. The new
healer must keep the prayer a secret, or the power will
be lost. Most important as manifestations of the relationship between health and religion are the miraculous
cures. An older Franco-American woman recalls that when
she was a child her knees were deformed, and she could
not walk correctly. Her doctors put her in a plaster
cast from the waist down to stem further deterioration,
but they held out little hope her condition would improve. Her father decided\to take her to the famous .
French-Canadian healer, Frere Andre, at St. Joseph's
Oratory in Montr~;al. . she remembers tha,t her father walked
on his knees up the steps of the basil~ca, carrying her on
his shoulders ·and saying a Hail Mary on .each step. They '
'
/
.
.
met Frere Andre at the top of the steps and she recalls
.
him having a gruff voice and rough manne#sms. .H er da~ght.er
reports:
.

..

'

':"

.

.,

.

.

He [Frere Andre] placed his hand on her head and told
[her fath~r] to have the cast re~ved and ~he. w9uld.
walk again.' . They immediately w~nt to the ho.spi tal
and d~manded' that ·the cast be ;removed. After .the
removal of ·the cast [the girl] walked _down the hos·pital corridor to the amazement of the physicians.
The family went. home and said many th~ks for her
cure.36 · · ·
·'·
·
Along with their belief in .charismatic fai,th healers,
Franco-Americans often believe .in .the c~rative power of
religious artifacts; The same woman . referred to . above
recalls a time when she ' had a large tumor-.like growth near
her left knee. Her brother brougbt .home . ? medal of Our
Lad~. of Perpetual Help· that had::been blessed by t.he Pope
and ,brought home : fr0m Rome
The
. . . by their parish priest.
~ had told hd.m .that anyone pof?.s essing the medal would
receive a miraculous .cure • . The .Jnedal was placed on her
left leg near the , grcwth, ; a~d :· bandages were wrapped
around it. Then:
a novena, a special series of prayers, was said by
everyone in the family .••• Nine days later as she
watched her brother ••• play baseball, the miracle
happened. As she sat on the fence, she looked
down at he:r -legs and discover~.d . that her left leg
w~ covered with blood, but experienced no pain.
She was rushed to the hospital,., the bandages were
removed and the med:al fell tQ the ;floor without a
drop of blood on it. ·. Her leg· was washed and the
growth had completely· disappeaTed.
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The woman recalls that the image of Our Lady of Perpetual
Help holding the infant Jesus remai~ed imprinted on her leg
for three months, and says, "I stili have the medal. It's
a good reminder of how powerful God can be and what prayers
can do for those who have faith in God."37
rn ·both ·cases, the cure occurrep shortly after the
appropriate steps were taken. But what happens if a rapid
improvement is not forthcomi~g? The other side of the coin
of miraculous cure is the belief that the absence of a cure
is also the will of God--to be accepted with Christian
resignation.
Language and Cultural Perceptions
The last bastion of maintaining the French language in
Vermont was the Franco-American family who spoke French at
home. Few Franco-Americans of the second or third generation ·
now use French on a daily basis, but there are still many
older Franco-Americans who feel more comfortable speaking
their mother tongue, especially in stressful situations.
Unfortunately, there are few professional health practitioners in Vermont who are competent · in the language, especially the dialect of farm French·
currently used by the
/
people who emigrated from rural Quebec. Yet, even when
Franco-Americans are bilingual, they may find themselves
in situations where there is cross-cUltural misunder- ·
standing. Many French and English words are cognates
which have diverged in
meaning over the years.
.
, For
example: the French past participle depresse is cognate .
with English depressed. The French form, however, refers
only to one's physical condition, while the English word
can refer to one's mental state in which context the
equivalent French word is deprime. In other words, a
French bilingual patient may confuse the two meanings if
he is asked whether he is feeling depressed. Another
example of language similarity producing confusion is the
phrase sang-froid; in its literal sense, 'the phrase means
"cold-blooded," but the French unders·tand it idiomatically
to mean "cool-headed." Errors at this level of understanding can occur even among people who are considered
fluent in both French and English. For, although French '
and English are closely related languages, they do not
always describe the same cultural · realities.
Discussion
A study such as this attempts to illustrate broad
themes that may be' re.levant to a greater understanding of
a wide range of people. On~ must, therefore, make judi-
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cious use of the ideas presented here, for a narr~v int~r, pretation may cause the :reader t9 fall into ' the tr.~p of '.
stereotyping.· . The purpose of this paper is not to present
a definitive portrait of .a people, nor to give health and
social services practitioners a simple blueprint to follow
in providing services to Franco-Americans. Rather, it is
intended to suggest that cultural differences can be relevant. One must bear Jn mind, however, that the picture of
Franco-American culture presented here is a composite.
There is no more a "typical Franco-American" than there· is
a "typicaL. American~ II To regard anyone as such woul4 be to
do a great disservice. Franco-Americans can be found at all
strata of Vermont society; they are doctors, lawyers,
accountants, engineers, superintendents of schools, and
business administrators, a~ well as blue-collar workers .and
entrepreneurs. They also . rep.resent different waves of ·
immigration, starting at the tum of the eighteenth century
and continuing until the mid-1960s. Moreover, the cult.ural
· persistence of Fr.ench-.C anadian traditions, or the assimilation of American ones, . is not a uniformly steady proces~· for
all individuals who have some French-Canadian ancestry~ .
There are ~uilt-in limits to studying an ethnic group such
as the Franco-Americans, for one is no,t dealing with the
product of two static cultures that remai~ constant enough
to measure in exact proportions wha.i: combination of the
French-Canadian and American cultur ~G : makes someone a
Franco-American. Nor are we . able . t o d.etermine the rate
of retention of specific cult~!"al . t :r Ciits cross-generationally. In broad terms, tlte mqst Frencb,-:-Canad,ian Franco':"'
Americans are first generation~-the children of French~
Canadian immigrants; the h.ast . Frenc.!J.-,C(.lnadian are third
generation or .more-. Beyond· that, we . a...::e in an ·area that by
its very n&ture rem?ins ill-:-de~ined·. a11d ~lllprecise.
1

At the same. tiU}e, it.: ~an. be said,. that t h~ : ''!~.i o:rity of
Fr~nch-Cani!dians wb.o illlil:IJ..gr9-ted to .the New E1~~.,L.;. .; J. states
came from a relq.tively: . howogen~ous c;l,ass : of: ~ ru ·~ : j,_, farmers
or laborers who were enculturated in Cath.olic pariohes both
at home and in ~cho~.i .: to S9~¥9rm to a uniform set of values
. and expectatio~s. :M""'oy .P,f these deep..:.seated .values and expectations continue t,~ . b~ i!llP<?~tant for numerous FrancoAm~ri.cap.s, especially . those from working-class or.· rural
fam:U;i.es.
~. ·
The most. ·deep .... ~eated, values and expectations revolve
around a strong religious and familial base. Both of these
have significant implications for health and social services
practitioners. The model for interpersonal relations ,+e~
mains the family. In receiving health care or ·social services, . the. Franco-Americ~n ~ants visible expre~sions of
·personal .commitment and cal;'ing. B~reaucratic ~ettings and
imP,er.sonal professional nea:l-tlt or social services providers
are culturally foreign. They can be barriers to effective
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health care or social services delivery. Moreover, many
Franco-Americans consider problems such as mental illness
or alcoholism to be troubles better dealt with in the family
by ·people they trust, rather than strangers. As Roland
Lajoie put it in a letter to the editor of the Burlington
(Vt.) Free Press,:
In response to your May 5 editorial concerning Ann
Landers, I would think that. the "lovelorn, the
distraught, the confused, and the lonely" would
look first to ;fami.l,y...alld . ;f_riends before·
seeking "guidance" from somebody who probably
can't solve her own problems any better than anyone else's. I mean, if you can't hase faith in
your own family, who can you trust? 3
Franco-Americans, like Roland Lajoie, feel that
problems for which the larger American society provides
institutional support--physical disability, mental retardation, mental illness and senility--are the responsibility of the family. Many Franco-Americans are thus
very reluctant to seek professional aid, or to abandon
their -responsibilities to professional 1nstitutions.
Caseworkers in northeastern Vermont, for example, report
that they see very few ·Franco--American clients, yet
problems such as alcoholism among Franco-..A.merican males
are acute, if the number of Franco-Americans who are
charged with driving while intoxicated is any measure.
The ·traditional familial 'st-ructure brought over the
border from Quebec best fits tbe rural farm family.
However, technological advancement -has reduced the need
fo r the large farni families of the old;.- labor-intensive
system. Since the opening of the mills in Winooski and
Lakeside when whole families, including childr€n ten years
old and above, worked in the mills, changes · iri • labor laws
have also diminished the need for large families. ·Thes·e
transformations have had an impact on both the size of
today's Franco-American families and the roles · fam!ly
members play. Franco-American · women still value motherhood as their primary vocation, but many now work in
paying jobs outside the home. Fathers no longer have
e c ono~ic control over their sons and daughters; educational
and job opportunities are less manageable than they were
in the past. As a result, the strong values of family
interdependence and· solidarity no longer carry their former
weight . Nevertheless, health and social services professionals, in their dealings with parents, would be advised .
to recogniz.e the traditional status and role expectations
of the Franco-American family. Mothers still see themselves
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as responsible for the health and education of their children, and health and social services practitioners should
feel confident in speaking with them directly about these
issues. However, if the situation involves matteLs outside
the home, such as juvenile justice, or extensive financial
arrangements, then it is the father who should be addressed.
At the same time, the justification for, and the reasoning
behind, any cours€/of action should also be given to the·
child's mother, 'because of her special role as intermediary '
between the child and the father.
· '··
:·

.::

.-:'

As F·r a±rco-American men and women grow Older, the change : ··
in their ro1e expectations may become acutely stressful,
because of the heavy emphasis on men being "breadwinners"
and women ·being' ·t'mothers." Moreover, when they cannot also
perform the traditional roles of ·grandparents; because :of :
the increased mobility of their · children and grandchildren,
they may experience a· further erosion of their sense of
self.

One should also note that religion remains an important part of the lives of many Franco-Vermonters. Their
traditional faith still values faith healing and miraculous cures. If modern medical practices appear to be unproductive in treating a seribus ·ailment, some FrancoAmericans may seek ·help from fElith healers or make pilgrimages to shrines c~lebrateM for 'their mh·atulous ' cures.
The belief ' in · the power df prayer -and miraculous intervention can be a source o( comfort- in · situations which are
particularly': stressful or all ·b uf ' hopeless. · But at the ·. ·
same time, when miraculous cure's are not forthcoming, the
lack of di'Vine intervention may 'also be -interpreted as God's
will. As a result, Franco-American patients may not be
willing to undergo therapy or treatment, · especially if the
problem is mental illness, which shows few immediate,
tangible ·result's. : They may, instead~ look uron the problem as a cross; to be borne, ·accepting it ·fatalistically,
pessimistically or with Christhm resigrtation.
·
'·
The •language barrier between Franco-Americans and
health · and social s'ervices practitioners · is not as great
as it was twenty-five years ago. : Yet, as a result of
cross-cultural differences there are times when words or
non-verbal communi~ation patterns may be misunderstood.
Bilingualism does not always mean biculturalism. One
should never assume that people who use the same words
are talking about the same realities, and one should n:ot
assume that people 1 o expressions or gestures mean the s'ame
thing.
·:·. : ..

~
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This report is specifically concerned with cultural
factors that should be recognized by health and social
services providers who work with Franco-American clients,
especially in nor.thern and rural Vermont. Certainly,
health care and social services . professionals· should
learn skills which are appropriate for patients or cltents
of any nationality or background, as it is important that
they ~now the individual and family histo.ries of their
patients, and :clients. At the same time, cultural patterns
vary for people from recognizable ethnic groups. Knowing ·
the important cultural patterns--especially attitudes,
beliefs, and values--can result in . the better delivery of
health care and social services. The cultural patterns
describedin this paper suggest that knowledge of FrancoAmerican ·social structur.es, beliefs, and values can assist
a health care or s9eial services practitioner in providing
more effective servic~s .to people who share this heritage.
, .. ·
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1. Since 1970 ,.. L :have cond1,1cted anthropologic;{l research in
several Vermont ' communities, ..most notably Derby ~! Holland,
Island Pond, -Newport, Beecher Falls, ·c9naan, South Canaan,
and Burlington. In addition, students ·under my supervision
have done research in places like Beebe Plain, . D~rby Line,
Richford, Barre, St. Albans, _;~wanton, ~t. Johnshur:y, ahd
Winooski • . Although this research does not cover ·vermont
comprehensively , .. it does cover rather extensively northern
Vermont, where the 1970 census.. plac~s the majority of
"mother-tongue" French.
Although I have conduct~d fieldwork in which I ~sed · a
·
variety :of techniques such
questionnaires, t lia~e relied ;_, ·
primarily on the classic ethno-~raphic techniqu~i:> "of partici.:... ~ ·
pant-observation and interviews .with key - inforprants. In
·
order to protect the confidentiali-t y of much of·· iny data, I ' . , .
do not cite specific individuals who have provided me with
information. One of the advantages of this kind of research
is an intimate knowledge of the culture; its liability is,
of course, the lack of verifiability of the data.

:as

2. 1970 data comes from Madeleine Giguere's Social and
Economic Profile of French and English Mother-T9ngue Persons
(Portland-Gorham: University of Southern Maine, n.d.). The
relevant 1980 data will not be available until 1983. The
questions asked in the 1980 census, however, are quite
different and more narrow in focus, and wil1 not be comparable to the 1970 census data.
3. In 1975 the Vermont Advisory Committee to the U. S.
Commission on Civil Rights formed a subcommittee to investigate issues of civil rights pertaining to the state's
Franco-American population. The subcommittee immediately
confronted the problem of numbers from the 1970 census and
faced the prospect of having to wait eight more years for
more comprehensive data. The subcommittee decided to conduct its own tabulation of the state's Franco-American
population based on surname data. The group felt that,
because of the limitations of time and staffing, the study
should be limited to four counties in Vermont: Franklin,
Essex, Chittenden, and Windsor. To obtain data for the
survey•, the advisory committee used the telephone directories
for 1975. Having collected the appropriate directories for
the counties under study, the committee included every name
that could be identified as French (business phones were
ignored unless they were also clearly identifiable as residences), and each surname was assumed to represent one household. In order to turn the names into a populAtion estimate,
22
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the committee felt that some estimate of size of household
was necessary. Mary · Deming ., a demographer formerly at the
University of Vermont, provided the. average family size for
the towns and counties of Vermont based ' on .the 1970 census.
The committee made the assumption . that each household ·
multiplied by average family size would provide a .workable
population figure for Francp-Americans in these .counties.
The figures still represent an und~rcpUQt because of name
changes· and marriag~ p~~terns.
.
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·- 4.: ·For· studies of Franco-American patterns of assimilation,
one should consult: Florence .Chevalier, "The Role of French
National Societies in the Sociocultural Evolution of the
Franco-Americ.a ns frqw 1860 ..to the Present" (Ph.D. diss., ·
Catholic: University~· 1972); Donald Dugas, "Franco.,-Americau'
Language Maintenance Effort~ in New England: Realities and
Issues" in Identite' culturelle
.( --et francophonie --;-:::---r.
dans · le's .··
.
_ Amer~ques! ~d.,_ Emile Snyder , and Albert Valdman (Quebec: ···
L'· Un~vers~te Laval, 1976); Nprman Sepunuk~ "A Profile of · -. F'dmco-American Political Attitudes in New England," in ·
Franco-Ame~ican Overview, ed. Madeleine Giguere, 2 (Bedford,
N.H.: National Materials Development .Center for French .:and
Hili'tian, 1980); and.George Theriault,. "The Franco-.Aii:iericans
in a New England Community" (P,h .D.•: di.ss., Harvard University,
1951).
' .
~
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5. Maurice Duplessis, premier of Quebec from 1943 to 1 ~60,
gained most ?f his support from the ruraL ridings in Quebec.
These are the ridings from which studies show the majority
of Vermont's French-Canadians came.
6. For an introdu.c tion to the Quiet Revolnr.:lon. 1 ·suggest:
Marcel Rioux, The Questi~n ~ ~ucu~c (Toronto: Lewis and
Samuels, 1971): c-La~d Gold and Marc-Adelard Tremblay,
Communities and Culture in F.rench-Canada _ (Toronto: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1973) ; Da.le Posgate and Kenneth
·
McRobert, Quebec · Social 'change and Political Crisis- (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewartit 1.~76). ·

a

7 ·• "Rural" is, 'o f course,
relative term-;
It refers
more to population ' densities _which are relatively small.
"Rural" should not be equated,. ~.rith ''farms : ." Much more goes
on in rural areas thi;l~ farming:, including industri~-~ such
as logging, recreation, ru1d . even manufacturing. · To-wns such
as Newport, St. Johnsbury, . ~d St. Albans may appear as .
urban areas when compared with other towns in Vermont, but
there
with
.s.u ch as Mont·r~al 'or even
, is no compatison
.
.
. . : city
/
.. ·
Quebec Ci~y. Nea~ly half of :Quebec's popu~ation lives in
the Montreal area. The lifestyle of Montrealers is urban
in a way not possible for the residents of even Vermont's
largest urban area, Burlington.
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8. The following .·passage illustrates the effect of the
melting pot:. "Vermont is the grave of Franco-Americans in
New England~ • • • It muet -be the state which is. ~ost French,
but our people have melted·away, and ha:v.e lost all their
identity. There are about 40,000 today, whereas they ought
to have been a third of the population. if they had kept
their language and religion. The first bishop .was French,
Mgr. De Goesbriarit [sic], then Mgr. Hichaud, with an English
spirit in spite of his French name. It was under the episcopacy of Mgr. Rice • . • that the good Franco-American
clergy of . fo+mer ~.times wer~ practically 'c,o nverted to ·a
consciousness contrary to our hopes for French survival.
Today you see a young, so-called Franco~American clergy who
speak nothing but English • • • • " (~e Travailleur, 13 mars
[1940], quoted in "Grain de Sel" iU" La vie Franco-Americai..ne
[1940], 150, copy in the library of l 1. Association CanadaAmericairte, Manchester, N.H.).
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9. For a description of the Ftench-Canaoiart famiiy, see:
Colette Carisse, "The Family: The Issue of Change," in
Issues of Canadian Society, ed. Dennis Farcese and Stephen
Ricl;ler (Scarborough, .Cut.: Prentice-Bali of Canada, 1975);
Philippe Garigue • . ','French-C:artad.ian Kinship and Fantily Life,"
American Anthropologist, sa · (1956), 1090-IiOl; Horae~ Miner,
"The French-Canadian Family Cycle," American Sociological
Review, 9 (October 1938), 700-708; Marc .... Adelatd TremhlE;ty, ·.
"Author! ty Mode.ls in the Ftench-Canaciicin Family, ' 1 Recherches ·
sociographiques· ~ :7·, nos. 1-2 (1966), 215-230; idem; "The. ·
Needs and Asp:i,.rations of the Fren'c h-Canadian Family; 11 in
Gold and Tremblay, Communities and Culture in French-Canada.

• • ~··

10. Elin Anderson, We Americans: A Study of Cleavage· in an
American City (Ca~bridge, Mass.: Harvarp University Press,
1937), p. 64.
. -: .
~

··.

11. Reprinted in Sister Florence, Ma:rie Chevalier, "The
Franco-Americans of New England 1860-1972" (Ph.D. diss.;
catholic University, 1972), pp. 93-94.
12. For further information on the · stereotyping of Franc·o._
Americans and its implications, see ~eter Woolfson, A Civil
Rights Perspect:tve Oil Franco-Americ~s . in Vermont (Vermont
Adviso-iy Conimittee . to' -the i:f.S-.--conllnissicin on· Civil Rights'
forthcoming, July, 1-983).
Examples of negative stereotyping
abound in works of fiction, e.g., Rcn-1land Robinson's Uncle
Lisha' s Shop and. ~· Danvis Pioneer {Rutland, Vt. : The Tuttle
Co., 1933); and Robe:rt · Pike's Spiked Boots: Sketches of· the
North Country (St. J _o hnsbury, Vt ~: 'rhe . Cow}.es Press:, 1959y:Negative images such as those · 'c ondiined in the. Massachusetts'
Bureau of Statistics report are also tci' be fq\.md .in historical
studies. For example: Rowland Robinson, in .. his .Vermont A
Study of Independence (Boston: Houghton, Hifflin, & Company,
1892), pp. 328-330, referred to French-Canadian rulgr~nts as
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"an abominable crew of vagabonds" and termed them "professional
beggars."
13. Horace Miner, St. Denis:
Phoenix, 1937), p.64.

A French-Canadian Parish (Chicago:

14. "There reigns a familial atmosphere which one encounters
rarely in factories of this type. The employees, of which
there are several hundred--mechanics highly trained in producing mechanical objects with great precision--are personally
known by M. LeMieux who is really the ., father' ' of the house.
M. LeMieux takes a special interest in his employees and their
families' welfare. He has ·given them playing fields and recreational quarters \rlth a completely paternal and generous
spirit." (Rosaire-Dion L~vesque, Silhouettes Franco-Am~ricaines
[Manchester, N.H.: Association Canada-Ame'ricaine, 1957], pp -.
559-560.)
15. JohnS. Reville, S.J. "Dedicated !1otherhood," in Courtship
Marriage: Practical Instructions EY Priests of the Society
of Jesus (New York: The American Press, 1922), p. 65.
an~

16. Mrs. Lowell Daigle, La Famille . (Project Bilingual Research
American·. Valley Educatio-n-sponsored through the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act Title VII, 1971), p. 33.
/

17. For a description of the impact of the Quebec Civil Code
on domestic families, see Philippe Garigue, "French-Ce.nadian
Kinship and Urban Life,"· in French Canadian Society, ed.
Marcel Rioux and YvPs Martin. 1 (Toronto: McClelland and · ·
Stewart, 1964) •
18. Camille Lessard, i excerpt from Canuck, trans. Armand
Chartier, in Ethnic American Women, ed. Edith Blicksilver
(Dubuque, Iowa: Dendall Hunt, 1978)~ p. 52. Most of the
.. uv<::1o quoted here are by Franco-American writers of New
Eng1and states other than Vermont. Their works, however,
reflect tradit~onal Franco-American values, . and are useful
as concrete illustrations of common cultural patterns.
19. Reville, Courtship and Marriage, p. 65.
20. Leslie Elton, "Child Raising Among Franco-Americans of
Canaan" (Teacher Corps: The University of Vermont, 1976).
21. Reville, _<;_::ourtship_ an9. 1'1C!!_L~a 5 .... ,
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22. Gerard Robichaud, Papa Martel (Garden
Doubleday, 1961), p. 2~
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23. PaulL. Blakely, S.J., "The Father's Sacred Trust," in
Courtship and Marriage, p. 103.
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24. Robichaud, Papa Martel, pp. 43-44.
25. Horace Miner writes: "Family symbols play an important
part in the whole sacred philosophy. The ''earthly trinity':__Jesus,
Mary and Joseph--is a family •..• The attitudes towards these holy
personages include that attitude towards persons in similar family
roles. God the Father is the director of life and from whom one
·can expect justice though it may be harsh. The Virgin is the
Mother of all, full of compassion and the chief power to entreat
God the Father for those who love her." (St. Denis, p. 66.)
26. Wallace Lambert, Nancy Fraser-Smith, and Josie Hamers,
"Frenchness in North America: French American, French Canadian,
' and American Par~nts" (Unpublished ms. , McGill University, 19 77) •
27. Franco-American parents, howe~er, showed greater leniency
· towards their children when they were bei~g insolent than
·their French-Canadian cotmt~rp'arts. Oil the . ofher hand,
Franco-American parents · disciplined t .h eir . ~hiidren more
firmly when they displayed destructive be'havior than did
French-Canadian parents •
. ' .
..
28. Peter Woolfson, "Public or Parish," Franco-American Overview, 3 (Bedford, N.H.: National Materials Development Center
for French, 1980) .
.
..
29. H.B.M. Murphy, "Cultu'ral Factors in the Genesis of
Schizophrenia," inThe Tra~smission of Schizophrenia, ed.
D. Rosenthal and S. S. Kelty (Oxford: Pergamon, 1968).
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· 30. · Civil Right$ Issues of Euro-Ethnic Am~ric~~~. in the
United States: ' Opportunities and Challenges, a consultation
sponsored by the U.S. Commission on Civtl Rights, Chicago,
Ill., December 3~ 1979; p. · 294 •
•
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.· 3L Miner, St. ·nenis,, ·P· 146.

32. Dyke Hendrickson, Quiet Presence (Portland, Maine : Guy
Gannett, 1980), pp. 84-85.

33. David Plante, The .·counfry (New York: Athenel,liP., 1981) ,

p. } 5.
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34 ~ Hendrickson, Quiet Presence, pp. 101"""102. ,
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35 . Leo· Lanctot, "A Family Tradition" (Unpublished paper,
University of Vermont, . 1978), p. 4 .
36. The daughter, who repo~t~d . her mo~her's mi r aculous cures,
requested that: the source remain confidentiaL
37. See note 36 above.
38. Lajoie's letter . to the editor appeared in .the May 13, 1982
Burlington '(Vt.) Free Press. · ·
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STUDIES ON VERMONT/QUEBEC RELATIONS:

THE STATE OF THE ART

BY ANDRE J. SENECAL
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Seven out of ten Quebecois live within one hour of the
Quebec/Vermont border, and yet la Belle Province has paid
scant attention to its neighbors to the south . Vermonters
have attended even less to their numerous ties with the Laurentian Plain and its inhabitants. It was the ancestors of
the present-day _Quebecois, the explorers and soldiers of · New ·
France, who discovered Vermont and began its European occupation. ·The work of Guy Oberon Coolidge, ';The French Occupation of the Champlain Valley, 1609-1759," Vermont History,
n,. s. , 6 · {1938):
143-311, remains the most reliable synthesis
of the subject. For additional details on the royal land
grants and more accurate maps, consult Richard Colebrook
Harris, The Seigneurial System in Early Canada: A Geographical Study · {Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1966).
One should aiso turn to the patient compilation of John
Huden, Some Early Maps Depicting the Lake Champlain Area,
1542-1792 {Burlington, Vt.: privately published by the author, 1959} ·.
In the critical formative years at the close of the
eighteenth century~ ~e very economic sUrvival of northern
Vermont'~ first settlers was dependent on the duty-free
exploitation of the Saint Lawrence outlet to European markets, a topic examined in W. A. Mackintosh, "Canada and
Vermont: A Study in Historical Geography," Canadian Historical Review 8 (March 1927}: 9-30; and in George Brown,
"The Opening of the Saint Lawrence to American Shipping,"
Canadian Historl:cal Review 7 {March 1926): 4-12. In the
early part of the nineteenth century, these ties were
strengthened {Nicholas Muller, "The Commercial History of
the Lake Champlain-Riche lieu River Route," 1760-1815," 2 vols.
[Ph.D. diss., Uni:versity of Rochester, 196.8 ]). The Green
Mountain State's economic links to the r-1ontrea l met.ropolis were
so essential that :i..n the War of 1812, Vermonters defied the
embargo of their federal government. In the second half of
the nineteenth· century, rail transportation links between
Montreal and the eastern seaboardgave life and prosperity to
Vermont towns :such as St . Albans, Newport, Island Pond, and
Northfield.
' .
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Vermonters played a significant role in the settlement
of southwestern Quebec, particularly the counties of Missis-·
quai, Brame, Stanstead and Compton (Groupe de recherche en
histoire regionale, Bibliographie d'histoire des Cantons de
l'Est [Sherbrooke: Universite de Sherbrooke, 1975]; and
Bishop's University Library, Catalogu~ of the Eastern Townships Historical Collection in the John Bassett Memorial
Library, Bishop's University~LennoXVi:lle, Quebec [Lennoxville, Que.: Bishop~s Univel;'sity, 1965]}.. In the L.Q_wer-:: .
Canadian Revolt of 1837, Vermonters eSPoUSed . the cause of
the republican patriotes; this event is discussed in Oscar
Kinchen, The Rise and Fall of the Patr-iot Hunters. , {N~w Yor.k:
Bookman Associates, 1956); and in John Duffy and H. Nicholas
Muller, An Anxious Democracy: Aspects of the 1830s (Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1982). For a bibliography on a notable
cross-border military movement during the American Civil War,
see Robin Winks, "The St. Albans. Raid: A Bibliogl:'aphy,"
Vermont History 26 (Jan~ary 1958).: 46-51; ibid... 2.7 (April
1959): 168-69. ·· on th~ q1,1estion of .- the 1866 Fenian raid, see
Homer Calkin, "St. Albans in Reserve: The Fenian Raid of
1866," Vetmont History 35. (J:anuary 1967): 19-34.•
Today, Vermont's relationship with Quebec continues,
perhaps stronger than ever. . Economic planners and promoters
periodically allude t.Q the· -impq:r_:.t ant: effect of Canadian tourists on the mercantile health of northerfl. . Vermont. Stat~
energy planners are negotiating -.w ith Quebec for the building
of a transmission line through which will· flow more eiec;tricity
than is generated by; Vermont Ya~ee. And yet, ~ere . is very._
little common knowledge · about Vel:'IJ:!.Ont' s immediat~ , 1neighbors
to the north. This · lack of kno~ledge may be due in -part to .an
insularity fostered by the alar~ng enlarge~ent of the Y·gn.ke€:_
mythology (Daniel Gade, "L 'image du Vermont: mythologie
americaine et realite geographique," Cahiers de geographie du
Quebec 21 [septembre-de.oemb.re 1977]: : 221-41) • .·Provincial
patricians, poli ticians:v te:nured· po~s, , f!leek pubiici.sts of
Vermont Life, seem to conspire . to magnify and perpetuate . the
myth of a small, self-suffi.ci_ent, resilient republic, the . last
redoubt of Yankeedom, a bucolic open-sky museum where Amer!ca's
lost innocence and peaceable kingdom can be jealously preserved
by "True Vermonters." The "True Vermonter" may be a 'minority
in his state, no more numerous than the "Flatlanders" or even
the "Furiners," the other "True Vermonters," the thousands of
Quebecois who descended from the townships and the ·Richelie~
Valley to settle in the Green Mountains. These QuebecoAmericans (mistakenly prartded "Franco-Americans" by their
elite) are perhaps the most important and the least recognized
element in the Vermont/Quebec equation.
How many Vermonters are · of Quebec ancestry? In 1970,
the Quebeco-Vermonter ··whose. maternal tongue was french made
up 9.5% of the state's total population, 20.6% of the counties that are contiguous wi th ·the GM.adaJt.J.S. border. But.~.
the majority of Quebeco-Vermonters do not speak the language
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of their forefathers and -mothers, and many may not be aware
of their origins because of widespread alteration of family
names. For an exhaustive list of these changes through
anglicization and for the original French spellings, consult
Ulysse Forget, Les Franco-Americains et le melting-pot;
Onomastique franco-americaine (Fall River, Mass.: Imprimerie
de L'Independance, 1949); and Martha Crane and Tom Schulhof,
·~arne Changing Patterns among French-Canadians in Waterville,
Haine," French Review 43 (February 1970): 459-66. 1
The · mapping of Quebeco-Vermont demography is a challenging task. ~vailable statistics are fragmentary and difficult
to interpret (Yolande Lavoie, L'emigration des Canadiens .aux
Etats-Unis avant 1930 [Montreal: Presses de l'Universite de ..
Montreal, 1972]; and Gilles Paquet, "L' emigration des Canadiens
fran9ais vers la Nouvelle-Angleterre, 1870-1910: prises de
vue quantitatives," Recherches Sociographiques 5 [septembredecembre 1964]: 319-70}.
The best analysis of .the available
data can _be found in Ralph Vicero's dissertation, Immigration
of French-Canadians to New England, 1840-1900: A Geographical
Analysis . (Ann Arbor,Mich.: University Microfilms, 196a; and
in Yolande Lavoie, L'emigration d~s Quebecois aux Etats-Unis
de 1840 a 1930 (Quebec: Editeur officiel du Quebec, 1979).
One should also consult Ralph Vicero, "French-Canadian Settle- .
ment in Vermont prior to the Civil War," Professional Geographer
23 (October 1971): 290-94. For a less reliable discussion
of the migration of anglophone Quebecois, see Leon Truesdell,
The Canadian Born in the United States (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1943).
Information on the socioeconomic and cultural profiles of
the typical Quebeco-Vermonter is quite insufficient, as has
been noted by Peter Woolfson, "The Heritage and Culture of the
French,7Vermonter: Research Needs in the Social Sciences,"
Vermont History 44 (Spring 1976): 103-9. No history of the
Quebeco-Vermonters has ever· been written. Ve'r mont academic
circles have taken little interest, and shown less sympathy,
or understanding of the phenomenon. The traditional elite of
the Quebeco-Vermonters, e.g., French-speaking priests, lawyers,
and doctors have written less about the historical experience
of their people than ab·o ut the ephemeral accomplishments that
highligh~ed their own class ideology and cultriral preoccupations: survival of the French language and of the ultramontane faith, containment of the materialistic anglophone environment. As a program of action, these iofty ideas and
objectives translated into the building of churches and schools
and the promotion of exclusive ethnic organizations such as
the Union Saint-Jean Baptiste d'Amerique, the Association
Canado-Americaine and women's associations such as the Cercle
des Dames de S~inte-Anne. For samples of these panegyrics
and ·annals of ~eal estate achievements, see Joseph Kerlidou,
Saint _,Anne of Isle La Motte in Lake Champlain: Its History
<BU:'rli;g~lVt.J Freef)ress-; 1895); Jean Frederic
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Audet, Histoire de la congregation canadienne de Winooski ~
Vermont (Montreal: Imprimerie des Sourds-muets, 1906); J. 0.
Dion, Souvenirs du reverend Pierre Marie Migneault (Montreal:
La Minerve, 1868); La Grande Semaine: Fetes du troisieme
centenaire de la decouverte du L~ Champlain (Worcester,
Mass.: Belisle, 1909); Compte-rendu de la seizieme .convention des Canadiens-Franyais des Etats-·U nis tenue a Rutland,
vt~, le 22 et 23 juin 1886 (Plattsburgh, N.Y.:
Ateliers
Typographiques~u National, 1886); Edouard Hamon, Les Canadiens Frans:ais de la .Nouvelle-Angleterre (Quebec: Hardy,
189l}; :Robert Rumilly, Histoire des Franco-Americains (Montreai:
L'Un:i.o n . Saint-Jean Baptiste d' Amerique, 1958); J9seph ·Couture,
·~ew England's First National Parish; . or, The History of St.
Joseph's of Burlington, Vermont, " (master's thesis t St.
Michael's College, 1959); David Blow, "The Establishment - and
Erosion of French-Canadian Culture in Winooski, Vermont;- · 1867
... 1900, '' Vermont History 43 (Winter 1975): 59-74; and John
Huden, . '~Beginnings of Catholic Schools in vermont," Vermont
H.isto·r y, n. s. 11· (1943): 169-73. The above monographs -recount
the essential contributions of the very stnall ihtellec.tual
elite, living in symbiosis With the ultramontane caste· of ·
Quebec, that assured the program of survivance of the · Little
Canadas of Vermont and the rest of New England. The members
·of this elite not only organized French-speaking congregations
and schools, but they also attempted through journalism and
fraternal · organj _ Q:r~t'jpnc to :i.nitiate tlie working class into their
belles-lettres culture ahd conservative ideology. · For an
understanding of the ideas ari:d beliefs of this elite, see
Josaphat Benoit, L'ame franco-americaine (Montreal: Albert
Levesque, 193~). .For an introd\lction to Quebeco-Atnerican
journali~m, see Edward Ham, "J:ournalism and the French Survival . in New· Eng~and," New England Quarterly 11 '(March 1938):
89..-107; Alexandre Belisle, Histoire de la presse :francoamericaine (Worcester, Mass.: L 'Opinion Publique·, 1911);
and Malcolm Daggett, "Vermont's French Newspapers.;" Vermont
History 27 (1959) : 69-75. For an analysis of the role of
the fraternal organizations, see Edward Ham, "The' French·
National Societies," New England Quarterly 12 (June 1939):
315-32.
The Quebeco-Vermonters played a significant and rargely
unrecognized role in the development of the survivance·
ideology and its political vagaries. Until the earlyyears
of the twentieth century, the Vatican had allowed the creation
and maintenance of national parishes in the United States:
Catholic congregations that conducted some of their liturgy
and·. their educational programs in the language of a nonanglophone ethnic group. Monseigneur Louis de GOesbriand,
the first bishop of Vermont, was the earliest and the most
impassioned advocate for these national parishes (Louis de
Goesbriand, Les Canadiens des Etats-Unis [Burlington, Vt.,
1889]) ; see also Emile Ch~rtie'r, "Les Canadiens-Frans:ais
et les eveques de Boston, ..,. Bulletin de recherches historiques
39 (janvier 1933): 11-14. In the early 1900's, confronted
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by a virulent and heightening manifestation of nativism in the
United States, the Vatican reversed it,s espousal of the "national
parish" plural ism and gave the Irish c,l.ergy a monopoly _of the
national ep:i,.scopate along .. with a free - rein to assimilate
ethnic Catholics • . Some groups like the Poles of the National
Polish Church chose schism rather than submission to the
Tammany Hall tactics of the Irish clergy. For· the QuebecoAmericahs, the protracted confrontation .with the episcopate led
to' the ignoble Sentinelle Affair of the -late 1920's (Richard .
Sorrell, The "Sentinelle" Affair [1924-29] and Militant "Sur- .
vivance" [Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms, 1976];
and Andre Senecal, "La tl;iese niessianique et: les francoamericains," Revue d'histoire _de l'Amerique · frans;aise 34
[mars 1981]: 557-67). The francophone Catholics submitted
to the diktats of Rome and paradoxically, .soon after the . Sentinelle Affair, the Union Saint-Jean .Baptiste, the fraternal
order that had collaborated with th.e ·episcopate, chose Bur- ,
lington as the site of its convention because of its "safe"
lo~ation (L'Echo du Congres (Burlington, Vt., 1929]). Despite
its overwhelming majority of Quebeco-Americans ,- the diocese .
had .humbly accepted an Irish successor after the death of
Bishop Michaud in 1910. The failure of the ultramontane elite
to forge an effective political constituency, to foster their
cultural values . and to · ensure the survival of the' Frertch language testifies to their isolation from their proletarian
flock.
Virtually nothing has been written about the typical
Quebeco-American, the silent majority, the . .thousands who
toiled in woolen mills, in the railroad yards of St. Albans
or Newport, . in the quarries of Barre or ~roctor; who farmed
in the Champlain Valley. Yet, it i,s they who have made a
significant and lasting contribution to the Vermont char~c
ter anq have played a major role . in its socioeconbmic evolution. · ;·Fo~ a sound but ·brief overview of the; Quebeco- .
American •·s contributions to New England·, see Robert Perreault, "One Piece in the Great American Mosaic," Le canado!\mericai'n, special no., 2 (avril-juin 1976; reprin~ed.,
Lakeport, N.H.: Andre Paquett~ Associates, 1976); Mason·
Wade, "F'rench and French-Canadians in the . U•.s. , " New
Cath_9_!-_:!,_c_ ~-~cy~_lopedia 6 (New·:Y:ork : McGrq.w-Hill, 1967): 143-48;
Iri-s Saunders Pode-a,"From. Quebec to Little ·Canada: ·
The Coming of the French-Can:adial)S to ,l):lew .England in the
Nineteenth Century,'~ " New En9'l~n9_ 2.1:1arterl:Y_ 23 '( September .
1950): 365-:-BO; ,reprinted : ~n The _Aliens: . . A History of Ethnic
Minorit.ies in AI)lerica,. ~ed. Leonard Dinne,rstein and Frederic
Caple Jaher(.N~w York: · · Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1970)_·, ' 'pp.
205-16. Most -unfortunately, Alien Fol~y's excellent dis~
sertation, "From. French"Canadian · to Franco-Amer1can: A ·
Study of Immigration of. the French: · can~ciians . into New' England,
1650-1935" (Harvard University, 1939), has.. oever- been .. .
published. For a cursory photographic documentation df' the
Quebecois immigrations to New England, see no. 46 of the ·
Quebec photography magazine, Le Magazine Ovo, which is
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devoted to the topic.
In terms of sociological studies on th~ Quebeco-Americans,
Vermont is more fortunate than other ' New England states. In
the mid-1930 1 s 1 Elin Anderson chos_e :Burlington to conduct an
in-depth study on cultural plur~lism. In We Americans: A
Study of Cleavage in an American City (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University .Press, 1938; reprinted., New York: Russell
and Russell, 1964}, Anderson provided precious information on
the sociological and cultural characteristics of the QuebecoVermonters and their interaction with other ethnic groups of
the Queen City. For
very superficial follow-up to Anderson's
work, see Clark Johnson, "Burling_ton Since the 1930 1 s: Change
and Continuity in Vermont's Largest City," Vermont History 37
{Winter 1969): · 52-62. · For · ~~me excellent articles on the basic
institutions, the_ social straiification and the work ethic of . ,
the traditional .Quebecois (arid ' his Queb~co-American- descendar-ts), see Marcel Rioux and Yves Martin, eds., French-Canadian
Society, .!_, The Carleton Library, no . 18 ·. (Toronto: McClelland
and Stewart, 1964); also, Lawrence Fren-c h, "The Franco-American
Working Class Family," in Ethnic Families in America: Pattern~
and Variations, ed • . Charles Mondel and Robert Haberstein {New
York: Elsevier, 1976), pp. 323..::.46; Leon-F. Bouvier, "La stratification sociale du groupe ethnique canadien-fran~ais aux
Etats-Unis," Recherches sociographiques 5 {septembre-decembre
1964): 371-79; and Peter Woolfson, "The Franco-Americans of
Northern Vermont: Cultural Factors for Consideration by Health
and Social Services Providers," Center for Reg;earch on Vermont
Occasional Pape4no. 6 (Burlington: University of Vermont,
1983). For a description of the· rural life · that many of the
immigrants left behind, see.. the ~lassie anthropological study
of Horace Miner, St. Denis, A French-Canadian Parish (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press ;-1939). For a very accurate
novelistic treatment of the same topic, see Ringuet [pseud.],
Thirty Acres, trans. Fel.i,x · and Dorothea Walter, New Canadian
Library, no. 12 {Toronto~ McClelland and Stewart, 1960} .•
For a good introduction .to the urban conditions of Quebec at
the time that -most Quebeco-Amer~cans emigrated, see Terry Copp,
Anatomy of Poverty: The Condition of the Working Class in
Montreal, 1897-1929 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974).
For an incisive recreation of the debasing conditions of the
textile mills and the human .misery they created and exploited,
see Tamara Hareven and Randolph Langenbach, Amoskeag: Life
and Work in an American Factory-City (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1978); also~ Alexander MacDonald, A Study of Company
Towns in the Cotton 7extile Regions of the United States
(Providene€;- Brown University Library,l953). In Canuck
(Lewiston, Maine: Editions du Messager, 1936; reprint: ed.;
Manchester, N.H.: National Materi'als Development Center~
1980), Camille, Lessard has left a vivid po.r trayal in French
of the day-to-day life and the_world views of the Queb'ecoAme.r.icans. Ge~ard Robichaud in Papa, Martel; {G-a rden City:
Doubleday, 1961} has ~ecreated similar milieux •ror the
English reader.
"•
,,
..
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On the subject of the political role of the Quebecovermonter, the available documentation is woefully inade quate. Quebeco-Vermonters have played
major role in Vermon t
politics, for example, as a mainstay of the Democratic minority party from the 1930's to the 1950's; yet, even in broad
syntheses such as Frank Bryan's Yankee Politics in Vermont
(Hanover, N.H . : University Press of New England , 1974), we
find but a few laconic asides on the subject. The article
by David Walker, "The Presidential Politics of FrancoAmericans," Canadian Journal of Economics and Political
Science 18 (August 1962): 353-63, gives a cursory introduction to that topic. See also No~ffil Sepunuk, "A Profile
of Franco-American Political Attitudes in New England,"
Franco-American Overview, ed. Madeleine Giguere, vol. 2
(Bedford, N.H.: National Materials Development Center, 1980).
On the topic of the political tradition of the Quebecois,
see Jean and Marcel Hamelin, Les moeurs electorales dans le
Quebec de 1791 ! ~ jo~s (Montreal : Editions du Jour, 1962); Nadia Eid, Le clerge et le pouvoir politique a~ Quebec
(Montreal: Hurtubise HMH, 1978); and Vicent Lemieux, Parente
et politique: L'Or ganisation sociale dans l'Ile d'Orleans
(Quebec: Presses de l'Universite Laval, 1971) .· . For an .
explanation of the Quebeco-Vermonter _'s traditional distrUst
of_ labor organizations and related topics, see Fernand Harvey,
Revolution industrielle et travailleurs: une enguete sur les rapports entre le capital et le travail au Quebec a la
fin ~ 19e siecle (Montreal: Boreal Express-,-1978); Jean
Hamelin, ed., Les travailleurs quebecois, 1851-1896~ 2d. ed.
(Montreal: P·res;es de l'Universite du Quebec, 1975); Jean
Hamelin and Fernand Harvey, eds., Les travailleurs quebecois
(1941.-1971). , (Q~ebec: Institut superieur des sciences humaines,
Universite Laval ~ 1976); and Fernand Harvey et al., Le mouvement ouvrier au' Quebec (Montreal _: Boreal Express, 1980); .
.
...
Likewise, the rich cultural heritage of the Quebec~~ .
Vermonter has been ignored. On the question of language,
oral literature, popular relj.gion, music, folk art, ,with few
exceptions one has to consult works published in Q~ebec to
gain insight -into ·some facets of the Quebeco-Vermonter's
profile. On the ·topic of customs and oral traditions ,' see
Soeur Marie-Ursule, La civilisation traditionelle des ·
Lavaliois (Quebec: Presses de l'Universite Laval,l951);
Carmen Roy, Litterature orale en Gaspesie, 2d. ed. rev. and
augm. (Montreal: Lemeac , 1981)7 Hector Grenon, ., Us et
coutumes du Quebec (Montreal: La Presse, 1974); Pierre
Desruisseaux, Croyances et pratiques popu1aires au Canada
fran9ais (Montreal: Editions du Jour, 1973); Jean Simard,
un patrimoine meprise: La . religion populaire des Quebecois
(Montreal: Hurtubise HMH, · 1979); and Dorilla Brule, Le folklore fran<;ais a Central Falls (master.'s 'thesis~ BostonCollege,
1951). For an-iconography of this traditional life, see
Nicole Guibault, Henri Julien et la tradition · orale (Montreal:
Boreal Express, 1980); and BernardlGenest, Massicote. et son
temps (Montreal: Boreal Express, 1979) . In 1975 ,_ D~ris Sage
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collected a sampling of the songs, sayings, and home remedies
of Quebeco~Vermonters, · Entr'aidez-vous/Stick Together (Barre,
''vt.: Northl:i,ght Studio, 1975). · It is the only wox-k of its
·· · ·~ ' kind.
· '·
.•. 4:.. · •

On the folk art of Quebec, consult John Russell Harper,
.A People's Art: Primitive, Naive, Provincial and Folk Painting in Canaaa-(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974);
·-~hel Lessard and Huguette Marquis, L'art traditionel ~
·:-·. Queb:f;!!:: (Montreal: De L'Homme, 1975); Cyril Simard, Artisanat
· '' quebecois, 2 vols. (Montreal: De L'Homme, 1976); and Louise
de Grosbois, ~aymonde Lamothe, and Lise Nant~l, Les paten~
teux du Quebec (Montreal: Parti pris, 1978). On the question
~omestic architecture and spatial aesthetics, see Georges
Gauthier-Larouche, Evoluticn de la maison rurale traditionelle
· dans la region de Quebec; (Quebed;'- Presses de 11 uni versi te
Laval, · 1974); and Melvin Charney and Marcel Belanger, Architecture et ux-banisme au Quebec, Conferences J. A. de Seve,
nos. 13-14 (Montreal:--Presses de l'Universite de Montteal,
1971).
j

.~

.

Fo.r an introduction to Quebec folk music, consult
· Helmut 1<allmann, Gilles Potvin, and Kenneth Winters, Encyclopedia of Music in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto
Pres·s, 1981). Fora sample from :· the rich corpus of chansons,
. s$'e :Pierre. Daignault, A la quebecoise: 100 des .me:Uleures
chansons de notre folklore (Montreal: La Presse, 1973);
Gabrielle -Morency-Letourneau, Au jardin de~ pere: 80
chansons d1l folklore fransais d' Amerique (Mont.real: Brault
et Bouthillier, 1977); and ·Charles-Emile Gadboip, La bonne
chanson, .10 vols. (Saint-Hyacinthe: Seminaire ;.P.e SaintByacinthe, 1938-1951) . See also Centre de documentation
Marius Barbeau, J'ai tant danse, J'ai tant gigue: repertoire de gigu~s quebecoises (Montreal: Editi9ns les Sor~ile,ges,

·-:

1981 ).

_.
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Little ras been written on the ·subject of Quebec's
oral literature. See Jean Du Berger, Introduction ~ la
· litterature ~: Documentation (Quebec: Presse$-d-;l'Universite laval, 1971); and Jean-Claude Dupont, Le
legendaire de :..a Beauce (Quebec: Garneau; 1978). For a
sample of the corpus, see Jean-Claude Dupont, Centes de.
bucherons, ~d • . e,d.. rev. and corr. (Montreal: Q1,1inze , 1980); arid Germ~ Lemieux, Les vieux m'ont cant~, 15
·vols. (Montreal : Editions Bellarmin, 1976- ).
The French spoken by the Quebeco-American population
of Vermont ,is a ':ransitory phenomenon. The assimilation
rate in this state has been vertiginous. Within twentyfive years,.. the t:ancophone population of the Green
Mountains · w;i~l ha·re . disappeared with the exceptior>. of a
narrow belt conti~ous with the international border where
immigration contitues. The French spoken in Vermont now
or in the past c~o': be reduced to a single dialect. It

~ ': I·
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varies a great: deal accordd.ng to: .the place of origth of the
speaker (or his : ancestors) in Quebec .rand the"'degree of anglicization •.. See Albert Valdman, ' HCreoliaation, fran<;ais populaire et 'ie ..parler de~ isolats f .rancophones d' Amerique du
Nord," in Le Fransrais hors de. France ,. . ed·. · Albert· Valdman
I.
(Paris: Champion, :1.979) • · The: ,French ' now ·sp•1ken :.tn Vermont ..
is akin to the vernac~la·+ of ; the .. Montreal· :region · and the -:'
Eastern Townships where most · of; the speakers ·or· their parents
came from. See Andre Dugas and Judith MacNul ty, eds. , "Le
Fran<;ais de la region; de Montreal·, II . Les Cahter's de -linguistique
de 1 'Universite du Quebec, . ~pecial no., . 4 '(1974)-.- Pi~rre
Leon's wor}t, Recherches ~ la structure· phonetique · du fre.n-'
gais canadien (Montreal: Didier; 1968), contains studies
conducted on the French language in the anglophone envirbnment
of Ontario. There exists only one scientific study on the
French spoken -i n Vermont; see the master's thesis of
Fleurette Beauregard, _,''Le parler franco-americain a la '
frontiere nord du Vermont, Etats-Unis: ·etude phonetique
experimentale descriptive" (Univei:r=ite de r-tontreal, 1968).
Some of Vermont's literati have transcribed the corrupted English of the Quebeco-Vermonter. In "Le loup garous
[sic]," in Danvis Folks and A Hero of Ticonderoga (Rutland:
The Tuttle Co., 1934), and "Antoinef"S Redoubtable Victory,"
in~ Level's Camp and Other Stories (Rutland:
The Tuttle
Co., 1934), Rowland Robinson produced whimsical and pathetic
caricatures that exploited established stereotypes of the
primitive, childlike, cheery habitant. For an even more
condescending point of view, see Ermina Clark, "Slippin' Down
Ol' Lac Champlain," The Vermonter 31 (1926): 4-6. For a
melodramatic portrait inspired by ~'lilliam Drummond's
Habitant poems, see Merle Whitcomb, "Daddy Hitch," The Vermonter 16 (1911): 50-52. For less sensitive depictions
from "True Vermonter" supremacists, see John Edmond Melville, Letters of Napoleon Gomo, 2 vols. (St. Albans: St .
Albans Messenger, 1909); and Seth Towle, Accordin' to
Batiste: A Cheery Book of French-Yankee Verse (Burlington,
Vt.: Lane Press, 1940). Both authors, blind to their bigotry,
protest that they have no intention of holding their neighbors to ridicule. The anglophone intellectual elite of
Victorian Montreal was more candid, matching a public reading
of Drummond's Habitant poems with a talk on the superstitions
of the Negro race. 2 These exalted racist expressions subsided after World War II. However, even Miriam Chapin's
"The French Vermonter," Vermont Life 12 (1958): 21-26, continues to distort Lhc por:t.rait of the Quebeco-Vermonter by
depicting him as a relic of old France.
If for no other reason than to reclaim the cultural
heritage of a sizeable segment of its population and to
capitalize fully on vital economic and cultural links,
Vermont must acquire in earnest a better understanding of
its northern neighbors. The University of Vermont (UVM)
has taken the lead in Quebec stu<'ljes. After the State
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University of New York at Plattsburgh, UVM's Ca:[laiuan St~dies
Program o~fers more courses on Quebec than any other university
'in the u. s. Scientists from the 'lJVM Dairy Science Department
hav~ perso!lal contactswith agronomists from Laval University
in Quebec City . . Dr. Mariafz::anca MorseJ.li, director
the
Mar;>l'e Research Laboratory at UVM, edits a research newsletter
in ··cooperation with colleagues at the Universite du Quebec a
Montreal. we need more of these initiatives.

of
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In the future, Vermont will become ~Jre depend~nt on
··fr:ancophone Quebec. There must be in our relationship with
the QUebecois less myth and prejudice, more history and geography. Vermont has a unique opportunity to show Ne~ England
and the rest of the country how Americans must continue to
ad~pt in order to survive. By developing our bilingual
resources and by engaging the Quebecois as equal partners,
Vermonters can give a new meaning to the originaJ .I ndian
name of Lake Champlain: Canaderi-guaranti--"The ·Gate of the
Country."

...

.·

;
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NOTES
1. In the absence of valid scientific research, we can only
guess at the proportion of Vermont's population whose ethnic
origins are quebecoises. If we note that in some Canadian
provinces, where they are in a more advantageous position,
French Canadians assimilate at a rate of 75%, it is not
overly optimistic to assume that from one-fifth to onefourth of Vermont's population is of Quebec ancestry.
2. At its meeting of January 16, 1896, the Folklore Club
of Montreal presented a reading by Drummond of his poems
and a talk by a Dr. Johnson on the superstitions of the
Negro race. See Gerald Noonan, "Drummond: The Legend and
the Legacy," Canadian Literature 90 (Autumn 1981): 180-81.
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NOTES ON THE AUTHORS
PETER WOOLFSON is associate professor of anthropology at
the University of Vermont (UVM). He received his B.A. and
M.A. (in English) from the University of Toronto, and his
Ph.D. in anthropology at the State University of New York
at Buffalo. A member of UVM's Canadian Studies Program, he
teaches courses on biculturalism and sociolinguistics . His
principal research is on rural French-Canadian society in
Quebec and Vermont, and he has done recent work on the
politics of language in Quebec. He has published articles
in the American Review of Canadian Studies, Louisiana Review.
Franco-American Overview, and Vermon-tHisto!i- Among his
recen-t pub1ications are "Canada: An Anthropological Perspective" in Canada: A Multidisciplinary Approach, and, for
the Vermont Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission, the forthcoming work, A Civil Rights Perspective
on Franco-Americans in Vermont.
ANDRE SENECAL was born in Quebec City where he grew up
as a unilingual francophone. He immigrated to Massachusetts
at the age of 13 and attended one of the last bilingual high
schools run by the Franco-American religious elite. He obtained his Ph.D. from the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst after defending a thesis on Quebec literature. Dr.
Sen~cal is a member of the Canadian Studies Program of the
University of Vermont where he teaches courses on Quebec
culture. He has contributed articles on French Canada to
U.S. periodicals such as the French Review and the American
Review of Canadian Studies as well as to Canadian publications
such as Voix et images and Revue d'histoire de l'Am~rique
~.aise.
He is known mostly for his work on literature
and ideologies and for his contributions as a bibliographer.
With Nancy Crane, he recently published Quebec Studies: A
Selected, Annotated Bibliography.
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THE CENTER FOR RESEPRCH ON VERMONT
List of Publications

·"'

Occasional Papers Series
From ti~eto time the University of Vermont's Center for Researc h on
Vermont publishes scholar;ty and .critical studies on Vermont toplcs in the
social sciences and humanities~ including selected presentations from the
Center's Research-in-Progress Seminar series. To date the Center has published five Occasional Papers:
Occasional Paper No. One, "University of Vermont Student Researc;:h on Vermo~t Topics ,t.' edited by Carolyn Perry, 65 pp.,
1979. , Provides a · bibliography_ of unpublished · s,tudent research with comments by University of Vermont (UV1f) faculty.
Occasional ' Paper No. Two, "Litigious Vermonters: . Co1,1rt Records to 1825:o-by P. Jeffrey Potash and Samuel B. Hand,
24 pp., 1979. Encapsulates the findings of a National
Historical Records an.d · Publicatioris Commission-funded
project on Vermont records prior to 1825 that, was spansore~ by .the ,yermont Supreme Court.
Occasional Paper ·.No: 'rhree., "Goal Setting in Planning__: Myths
and Realities," by . Robert · L. Larson, 41 pp., 1<;}80. Discusses and evalu<;it~s "rational planning models" for goal
setting in educq~ional systems with particular emphasis
upon the Vermont application of these models.
:•..

Occasional Paper No. Four, "Research and Lawmakers: A Studer.t
Perspective,o-edited by Barry Salussolia and David Fider,
66 pp., 1981. Incorporates :edited transcripts of seminars
among legislators .and .policy analysts exploring t:he interact'ion of researc;~;-. and · policy making, especially le gis lation~ presented ;~uring a Center-sponsored UVM _
course,
"Applied Research on Vermont Topics"; includes -a bibliograph)<' ··
·
Occasj.onal ~No. Five, "Social Service in Vermont: The ' ,
Community and t ,h e State," by Marshall True ~ - 27 pp., 1981.
Contains two papers: ~ ' ~ Insanity, So~iety · and :the State:
Some Perspectives on Mental Health in Vermont" examines
attitudes and treatment of insanity and mental health
problems in Vermont; "From Relief Society to Mental
Health Center: The Changing Role of the Howard in Burlington, Vermont" traces the evolution of voluntary
neighborhood charities into highly specialized and institutionalized public agencies.

Other Center Publica't ions
Catalogue:
I

University of Vermont Bailey/Howe Libtary Folklore and
Oral History Catalogue, 58 pp., 1981. Prov~des
descriptive listings and shelf ntimbers for five
collections housed in the UVM Archives of Folklore
and Oral History: College of Medicine, Institutional, Political, Vermont Landscape Artists,
and Folklore.
.
·
Conterenc~

Pt"oceedings:
'

Focus: Vermont 1975, edited by George B. Bryan, 21 pp.,
i975. .Pres·ents papers: d~livered at a March 22,
1975 conft:!rence sponsored by the Center on such
.diyerse su~jehs as hm$ic in Vermont, Vermont in
1
·. ·maps, and
· thE! Vermont Data Bank; concludes with a
plea to publish sd that Verfuontets · ti:d.ght become
more conscious of
their
Heritage. I,
.
.
'
Data Cdl:l.ectioh: individual JiShts ~ Pri~acy' Versus
Publi<i Progr~ Needs, ' ~d t~d by D~- ~ Gregory Sanford,
Mary B. Deming, and Ft'edetick E. Schmidt~ 55 pp.,
1977. SUinmarizes addre~J~~ and relha·rks deli'\iered at
a November 6, 1976 conference kportsore!:l by the Center and '. fund~d in pa~t - by a grarlt ,ttom the Vfitmont
Council ·on tlie Htnnan~ties and Public Issues, and
the UVM Colle~~ of Arts .and Sciences.
Supplement:
II

.

..

University of Vermont Graduate College Theses on Vermont Topics irt Arts and Sciences;" 30 pp., 1982,
supplement ' to Occasional Paper No. One; provides
abstracts 'of theses on Vermont topics in ·arts and
sciences comple;ted between Spring, 1978. and Fall,
:1982.
.

Center publications are available upon request to The Center for
Research on Vermont, 4 79 Main Street, The Univers.ity of Vermont,
Burlington, VT 05405; (802) 656-4389.
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